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Reading List

Balkan Ghosts: A Journey Through History
by Robert D. Kaplan

From the assassination that triggered World War I to the ethnic warfare in Serbia, Bosnia, and
Croatia, the Balkans have been the crucible of the twentieth century, the place where terrorism and
genocide first became tools of policy. Chosen as one of the Best Books of the Year by The New York
Times, and greeted with critical acclaim as "the most insightful and timely work on the Balkans to
date" (The Boston Globe), Kaplan's prescient, enthralling, and often chilling political travelogue is
already a modern classic.

This new edition of the Balkan Ghosts includes six opinion pieces written by Robert Kaplan about the
Balkans between 1996 and 2000 beginning just after the implementation of the Dayton Peace
Accords and ending after the conclusion of the Kosovo war, with the removal of Slobodan Milosevic
from power.

The Balkans, 1804-2012: Nationalism, War and the Great Powers
by Misha Glenny

In this celebrated, landmark history of the Balkans, Misha Glenny investigates the roots of the
bloodshed, invasions and nationalist fervour that have come to define our understanding of the
south-eastern edge of Europe. In doing so, he reveals that groups we think of as implacable enemies
have, over the centuries, formed unlikely alliances, thereby disputing the idea that conflict in the
Balkans is the ineluctable product of ancient grudges. And he exposes the often-catastrophic
relationship between the Balkans and the rest of Europe, raising profound questions about recent
Western intervention. Updated to cover the last decade's brutal conflicts in Kosovo and Macedonia,
the surge of organised crime in the region, the rise of Turkey and the rocky road to EU membership,
The Balkans remains the essential and peerless study of Europe's most complex and least
understood region.

War in the Balkans, 1991-2002 - Comprehensive History of Wars Provoked by Yugoslav
Collapse: Balkan Region in World Politics, Slovenia and Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
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Kosovo, Greece, Turkey, Cyprus
by U.S. Government (Author), Department of Defense (Author), Army War College, U.S. (Author),
Strategic Studies Institute (Author)

This book was written to address the need for a comprehensive history of the Balkan wars provoked
by the collapse of the Yugoslav Federation in 1991. These wars, and the instability that they have
provoked, became preoccupations for international security management through the 1990s. After an
initial phase of distancing and hesitation, Balkan conflict drew the United States and its most
important European allies into an open-ended commitment to peace enforcement, conflict
management, and peace-building in the region, importantly supported by the U.S. Army. These
efforts are still underway, and significant tensions and potential flashpoints remain in place within
former Yugoslavia and the entire Southeastern European area. The lessons learned from the new
Balkan wars, and the successes and failures of U.S. and international engagement, provide a
significant foundation for future efforts to manage intractable regional conflict.

Dr. Nation's work has been supported by a research grant provided by the U.S. Army War College,
and is published under the auspices of the Strategic Studies Institute. The Army War College's
primary mission is to prepare new generations of strategic leaders to assume positions of
responsibility within the U.S. armed forces and civilian arms of the national security system. That
mission includes a serious confrontation with the most pressing security issues of our time, to include
the nature of contemporary armed conflict and the changing nature of war itself. The Balkan conflict
of the 1990s, as a case study in state failure and medium intensity warfare, international conflict
management and intervention, and U.S. military engagement, provides an excellent framework for
asking basic questions about the dynamic of international security at the dawn of a new millennium.
War in the Balkans, 1991-2002 is intended to provide a foundation for addressing such questions by
surveying events in both contemporary and larger historical perspectives and posing preliminary
conclusions concerning their larger meaning.

There will, regretfully, be other situations comparable in broad outline to the violent decline and fall of
socialist Yugoslavia. The policies of the international community in the Yugoslav imbroglio have been
criticized widely as ineffective. However, in the end, after years of futility, the conflict could be
contained only by a significant international military intervention spearheaded by the United States,
and a long-term, multilateral commitment to post-conflict peace-building. Few would wish to pose the
outcome as a model to be emulated, but it should be a case from which we can learn.

Croatia: A History from the Middle Ages to the Present Day
by Marcus Tanner
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In this updated edition of his acclaimed history, Marcus Tanner takes us from the first Croat
principalities of the Early Middle Ages through to the country’s independence in the modern
era.

The Balkans; A Short History
by Mark Mazower

Throughout history, the Balkans have been a crossroads, a zone of endless military, cultural, and
economic mixing and clashing between Europe and Asia, Christianity and Islam, Catholicism and
Orthodoxy. In this highly acclaimed short history, Mark Mazower sheds light on what has been called
the tinderbox of Europe, whose troubles have ignited wider wars for hundreds of years. Focusing on
events from the emergence of the nation-state onward, The Balkans reveals with piercing clarity the
historical roots of current conflicts and gives a landmark reassessment of the region’s history, from
the world wars and the Cold War to the collapse of communism, the disintegration of Yugoslavia, and
the continuing search for stability in southeastern Europe.
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